
 

Retail and Commercial Terms & 
Conditions of Sale  
31.10.23  

   

1. Interpretation   

1.1 The definitions in this clause apply in the terms and conditions set out in this document:  

Goods: the products that we are selling to you as set out in the Order.   

Installation Services: the installation services as detailed overleaf which you agree to 

purchase from us.   

Order: your order for the Goods and/or Installation Services as set out in the Order 

Confirmation Document.   

Order Confirmation: shall have the meaning set out in clause 2.6.   

Price: is as defined in clause 9.1 of these Terms.   

Terms: the terms and conditions set out in this document and any special or additional 

terms and conditions agreed in writing by the company and recorded overleaf.   

We, us or our: UK Garage Doors Ltd (co no. 8466595) TA The Garage Door Company  

Grantham, Smart Door & Shire Door Distribution whose registered address is UNIT 9  
PRIEST COURT SPRINGFIELD BUSINESS PARK, CAUNT ROAD, GRANTHAM, NG31 7FZ  

Writing: or written includes faxes and e-mail.   

1.2 Headings do not affect the interpretation of these terms.   

   

2. Our contract with you   

2.1  (a)  These are the terms and conditions on which we supply the Goods and or  

Installation Services to you;   

(b) Please ensure that you read these Terms carefully, and check that the details on the 

Order are complete and accurate, before you sign the Order document, agree its contents 

by email or pay the deposit. If you think that there is a mistake, please contact us to discuss, 

and please make sure that you ask us to confirm any changes in writing to avoid any 

confusion between you and us.   

(c) Works or items which you may feel have been verbally agreed with our sales team 

are not included unless they are specifically written into the contract.  

(d) We consider that these Terms and the Order constitute the whole agreement 

between you and us.   

2.2 Any samples, drawings, or advertising we issue, and any illustrations 

contained in our catalogues or brochures, are produced solely to provide you with 

an approximate idea of the Goods they describe. The units specified on the Order 

will be manufactured according to the published specification, but pursuant to our 

policy of continuous improvements to our products, we must reserve the right to 

modify such specifications from time to time.   

2.3 We may need to make changes to the specification of the Goods if required 

to conform with any applicable safety or other statutory requirements.    

2.4 If any of these Terms are inconsistent with any term of the Order, the Order 

shall prevail.   



2.5 The Order is an offer by you to enter into a binding contract, which we are 

free to accept or decline at our absolute discretion.   

2.6 These Terms shall become binding on you and us when we receive 

acceptance of the Order Confirmation Document at which point a contract shall 

come into existence between us.  Acceptance can constitute either a copy of the 

Order Confirmation Document as signed by you, an agreement by email or by 

paying your deposit.  

2.7 You may at any time before any agreed delivery or installation date amend or 

cancel an Order by providing us with written notice. If you amend or cancel an 

Order, your liability to us shall be limited to payment to us of all costs we 

reasonably incur in fulfilling the Order until we receive your amendment or 

cancellation, except that where the amendment or cancellation results from our 

failure to comply with these Terms you shall have no liability to us for it.   

2.8 We have the right to revise and amend these Terms from time to time. You 

will be subject to the policies and terms in force at the time that you order the 

Goods from us, unless any change to those policies or these Terms is required by 

law or government or regulatory authority (in which case, it will apply to orders you 

have previously placed that we have not yet fulfilled).   

   

3. The Goods   

3.1 We warrant that on delivery the Goods shall:   

(a) conform in all material respects with their description (please note doors made from 

wood will always vary in appearance, particularly when finished wood stains are applied. 

Each tree has individual characteristics, some wood stain colours when applied may 

appear lighter or darker and we can take no responsibility for colour variation or 

matching existing colours and will not enter into any discussions in this regard);   

(b) be of satisfactory quality;   

(c) be fit for any purpose we say the Goods are fit for or for any reasonable purpose for 

which you use the Goods;   

(d) be free from material defects in design, material and workmanship (please note that we 

cannot accept liability for imperfections of a minor or insignificant nature – where minor 

or insignificant is defined by either the manufacturer or where applicable DHF 

guidelines). In relation to panel and insulated garage doors this relates specifically to the 

outside finish of the door. They are packed and transported in such a way that minor 

dints and scratches may occur on the inside face. These will be paint touched up where 

appropriate, though can still be visible.  

(e) comply with all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements.   

3.2 This warranty is in addition to your legal rights in relation to Goods which are 

faulty or which otherwise do not conform with these Terms. Advice about your 

legal rights is available from your local Citizens' Advice Bureau or trading 

standards office.   

3.3 This warranty does not apply to any defect in the Goods arising from fair wear 

and tear, wilful damage, accident, negligence by you or any third party, if you use 

the Goods in a way that we do not recommend, your failure to follow our 

instructions, or any alteration or repair you carry out without our prior written 

approval.  

3.4 When describing the goods: We will refer to all Front Doors, Side Entrance 

Doors and  



Side Hinged doors as though viewed from the outside looking in. We will refer to all 

Sectional, Roller, Canopy & Retractable Doors as though viewed from the inside looking 

out.  

3.5 We will take reasonable steps to protect the Goods properly and to ensure that 

you receive your order in good condition.   

3.6 These Terms apply to any repaired or replacement Goods we supply to you in 

the unlikely event that the original Goods are faulty or do not otherwise 

conform with these Terms.   

   

4. Defective goods and returns   

4.1 In the unlikely event that the Goods do not conform with these Terms, please let us 

know as soon within 24hrs of delivery. In relation for scratches or dints on the finish this 

must be notified before our fitting team leaves site on the day of install. The manufacturers 

will not warranty items after as they cannot verify the cause of the damage. Subject to clause 

4.3 we will check whether the Goods are faulty and if so we will at our discretion:   

(a)   provide you with a full or partial refund; or  

(b)   replace the Goods; or  (c)   repair the 

Goods.   

4.2 These Terms will apply to any repaired or replacement Goods we supply to you.   

4.3 If any due payment is outstanding we may refuse to carry out remedial works (including 

any guarantee provisions) where reasonable.   

   

5. Delivery   

5.1 Delivery and/or installation dates suggested and marked on the Order Confirmation 

Document are estimates only and subject to our written confirmation. Whilst we will use 

reasonable endeavours to effect delivery and complete installation by estimated dates, you 

shall not be entitled to terminate this contract by reason only of our failure to effect 

delivery or complete installation by the estimated dates.   

5.2 We will endeavour to meet the estimated time-frame for delivery and installation. In the 

event of delays in completing works, you will be kept informed. If there are any special 

circumstances which make the estimated completion date particularly important, these 

should be notified to us in writing prior to you placing the Order.   

   

6. Installation   

6.1 We will carry out only the Installation Services shown on the Order Confirmation 

Document and on any final survey sheet.   

6.2 You will permit us (and our agents, employees and contractors) access to the installation 

site at all reasonable times so that we may complete the installation between the hours of 

8.00am and 5.30pm.   

6.3 Neither us (nor our agents, employees or contractors) will be responsible for any 

structural defects or underground obstructions existing in the installation site at the time of 

commencement of the works and which become evident as the Installation Services 

progress.   

6.4 We cannot accept liability for imperfections of a minor or insignificant nature. What 

qualifies as insignificant nature is defined by the Door Hardware Federation and applies 

across the industry. It is defined as ‘not distinguishable to the naked eye from a standing 

distance of 3 meters’  

6.5 We will take the upmost care when removing doors & lintels where tiling has been fitted 

up to the doors & lintels, but can take no responsibility or accept any liability for damaged 



tiles, plaster, plasterboard, render or concrete etc which may break under flexing when 

removing doors.  

6.6 Asbestos, If asbestos is discovered to interfere with the fitting of a door during a fit we 

will be required to stop the fit. We will then either board up the garage or refit the old 

door until such as time as the asbestos has been removed. It is your responsibility to advise 

of any asbestos that may be present in the garage prior to fitting. If asbestos needs to be 

removed it is your responsibility to arrange and pay for a third party to undertake the 

removal works making the site safe. Once the site is safe we will arrange a time to complete 

the new door fitting.  

6.7 Lintels, Bricks, & Brick Soldiers. We will offer our best advice on the structural state of a 

garage opening at survey, however we cannot always identify all issues until removal of facias 

and the old door and frame has commenced. As such we may only discover some issues 

once the installation work has started. If once we start to remove your old door we 

discover that there are structural issues with either the brickwork surrounding the lintel or 

the lintel itself we will make safe the opening and notify you accordingly. It is your 

responsibility to arrange for the issues to be rectified by a qualified person. If we cannot 

complete the install due to these structural issues we will board up the garage or re-fit the 

old door and arrange a second visit once the issues are resolved.  

6.8 It is your responsibility to clear sufficient space within the garage for us to work. The 

space required will be a minimum of 2m back into the garage clear with 200mm cleared at 

either side behind the brick returns (if present). If further clearing or removal of shelves and 

cupboards etc is required it will be detailed by our surveyor.  

6.9 If the work requires the removal of facia and guttering during the installation or 

movement of a lintel it is to be expected that we will be required to attend up to 7 days 

later to re-fix these facias or guttering’s. This provides suitable time for any mortar or fixing 

points to harden  

6.10 We are not permitted to move gas pipes and electrical cables attached to or running 

through existing door frames or lintels. It is your responsibility to arrange with your 

provider for the relocation of these, either before or during installation. If this is required it 

will be detailed on the quote. 

6.11 It is your responsibility to ensure that any alarm systems attached to doors or windows 
which are to be replaced are disconnected before installation (and replaced and connected 
following installation).   

6.12 Seals. When fitting a door, we will make sure the bottom and side seals seal as well as 

possible within the limitations of the product. It is not guaranteed that the seal will be 

complete, and water and light will not be able to enter the garage. No door seals maintain 

that they will prevent light or sound from entering your garage. It is not always possible to 

predict how well a door will seal to the floor at point of survey, If there is considerable gap 

in places under the door we may suggest the fitting of a weatherstrip as per 6.18. If a 

weatherstrip is not wanted we will alternatively be happy to return without charge to reset 

the door limits once the customer has completed any floor levelling required.  

6.13 Silicon Seals. Where doors are sealed with clear silicone light may still be able to enter 

the garage, this is expected. Clear silicone used on occasion as can provide a better looking 

finish from the outside against brick. The Silicon Seal if coloured may not always be in the 

same RAL as the UPVC or door. It will come from a range of standard colours or be clear. 

This applies even if the UPVC or Door is being matched to a specific RAL number.  

6.14. UPVC as required. Where UPVC is stated on your order confirmation it refers to 

UPVC on the outside of the door unless specifically stated otherwise. We do not as a 

matter or course UPVC the inside of a door. If you want the inside trimming as with the 

outside you must state this prior to fitting so it can be added to the invoice accordingly.  

6.15. UPVC Colour. The UPVC colour may not exactly match the colour of the door. It will 

come from a range of standard UPVC colours which complement the door colour chosen. If 



the door is a cream door with cream UPVC it is certain the UPVC will not match exactly. If 

the UPVC is requested to be sprayed to a specific RAL the colour may still vary to the door 

due to the varying materials. If you have specific requirements for UPVC that are not 

detailed in the Quote you must agree these in writing with the surveyor prior to the fit or 

there may be a charge for us to make a second visit to complete works.  

6.16 Paint Finish. Paint finishes will vary in appearance from one material to another. As such 

colour matched RAL codes will look different on different parts of the door, UPVC and any 

painted surrounds. Particularly in relation to roller doors where the bottom lathe is of a 

different construction to the rest of the lathes you can expect to see a difference in colour.  

6.17 Packing. Doors are measured to fit with a fitting tolerance that allows us to fit the door 

in a level position within or behind the opening. To achieve this orientation and to ensure 

correct running of the doors they may need to be packed out at the base, sides and/or head. 

This may create gaps of an uneven nature around the door equal to how far from square or 

level the surround is.  

6.18 Weather-strips can be fitted along with a garage door to improve the seal. These are 

only meant to improve a seal and cannot guarantee that a seal will be complete. To fit best 

Weather-strips  may not always be fitted in a straight line. They will be fixed variously with 

either Adhesive solely or Adhesive and mechanical fixings dependant on site conditions as 

determined by the fitting team at point of installation.  

6.19 If a door is to be fitted onto a non-finished floor, with the floor being finished to door 

level at a later date, it is the responsibility of the floor provider to match floor to the door 

height completing the seal. Were possible we can make a second visit after floor installation 

to improve the setting of the door. However, we cannot guarantee that the seal will be 

complete and if substantive work is required a charge may be applied for the visit.  

6.20 Unless otherwise specifically stated power to your door (if powered) will be supplied 

through an existing socket in your garage. The door will be wired to this on a 3 pin plug and 

connected to the motor either directly or through a single or twin junction box or wago 

units which we will install. 

  

  

7. Completion  

7.1 A Job is deemed to be completed once handover with our fitting team is complete on 

the day of the fit. This can be conducted by you, or by someone authorised by you to 

complete the handover.  

7.2 During the handover you should ensure you have examined the product and installation 

thoroughly. You have been show the full and proper operation of the door and/or motor by 

a member of our fitting team and are fully happy with the installation and product. If you 

have a query or concern regarding the product it is at this point or before you must raise it. 

Manufacturers will not warranty items with scratches or dints notified after our fitting team 

has left site as they cannot verify the cause of the damage.  

7.3 If you are not happy with the product or installation you must at first advise this to the 

fitting team on the day so they can rectify any issues you may have. If they are not able to 

rectify on the day of fitting we will be in contact with you to arrange a suitable to time to 

rectify or complete works.   

7.4 We undertake that we will attend to rectify or complete any outstanding works as soon 

as is reasonably possible. If we require parts to be supplied by a manufacturer it should be 

noted that this timescale, particularly in respect of custom painted doors, can range from 1-

6 months from the notification of any defect.   

  

   



8. Approvals   

8.1 Unless otherwise agreed it is your responsibility to obtain all relevant and necessary 

approvals, including but not limited to any deed of covenant or landlord approval and/or 

those from local authorities in respect of building regulations, planning permission, 

alterations to listed buildings or alterations carried out in a conservation area. We are not 

responsible for payment of the costs incurred in gaining these approvals and they are not 

included in our quote for work. We cannot be held responsible for any delay in completion 

of the contract, or other loss directly arising from your failure or delay in obtaining any of 

the above. Any costs associated with taking down or removing an installation in these 

circumstances will be the chargeable to you.   

8.2 Any additional work found to be necessary subsequent to this contract being entered 

into in order to obtain or comply with any statutory or other approval or consent will (if 

undertaken by us) be charged to you in full.   

   

9. Title and risk   

9.1 The Goods will be your responsibility from the time of delivery.   

9.2 Ownership of the Goods will only pass to you when we receive payment in full of all 

sums due for the Goods, including delivery charges.   

   

10. Price and payment   

10.1 The Price shall be the sum set out in the Order Confirmation Document and shall be 

paid as follows:   

(a) For jobs to a value of up to and including £7,500  - supply and fit:   

(i) the first 50% of the Price on agreement of quote. 

(ii) the final 50% of the Price payable on completion of the installation.                                .   

(b) For jobs over a value of £7,500 - supply and fit:   

(i) Bespoke payment schedule confirmed by agreement with the quote. 

(c) For all products - supply only:    

(i) 100% of the Price payable on order 

(d)For all  commercial tendered contracts  

(i) In line with the specific contract terms of that tender, if non are stated then 100% of the 

price payable within 30days of installation.  

10.2 These prices include VAT as detailed. However, if the rate of VAT changes between 

the date of the Order and the date of delivery, we will adjust the VAT you pay, unless you 

have already paid for the Goods in full before the change in the rate of VAT takes effect.   

10.2 In the event of any minor defect with or damage to components such as but not limited 

to panels & lathes, glass, handles, hardware, weather seals and the like, under the terms of 

the contract the installation will be deemed practically complete and the final balance will 

become payable. In these circumstances the company will accept the customer withholding a 

retention of 20% of the outstanding balance until the defect is resolved. Upon resolution 

payment is required without delay.  

10.3 Without limiting any other remedies or rights that we may have, if you do not pay us 

on time, we may cancel or suspend any other outstanding Order until you have paid the 

outstanding amounts.   

  

11. Late/Non Payment & Debt Collection 

 

11.1 If you do not make any payment due to us by the due date for payment, we may charge 

interest to you on the overdue amount at the rate of 5% a year above the base rate of 

HSBC plc from time to time. This interest shall accrue on a daily basis from the invoice due 



date until the date of actual payment of the overdue amount, whether before or after 

judgment. You must pay us interest together with the overdue amount 

 

11.2 All goods remain the property of UK Garage Doors Ltd until they are paid for in full. 

We reserve the right to reclaim and goods not paid for in full, this applies even if the goods 

have been sold on to a third party. 

 

11.3 In the event of non payment we shall take such action as we consider appropriate to 

recover our debts which may include engaging third party debt recovery agents to recover 

the outstanding amount and/or instigating proceedings against you in the county court. In 

such cases, all costs will be added to the principal sum owing plus interest due in addition to 

recovery costs levied by the Debt Recovery Agents. At the point of referral there will also 

be invoiced a £100 inc VAT processing fee relating to the administration costs within UK 

Garage Doors Ltd for chasing and referring your debt. (for reference by point of referral an 

outstanding debt will have incurred at least 4-5 hrs out administration work). 

 

   

12. Our liability to you   

12.1 Subject to clauses below, if we fail to comply with these Terms, we are only 

responsible for loss or damage you suffer that is a foreseeable result of our breach of the 

Terms or our negligence. We are not responsible for any loss or damage that is not 

foreseeable. Loss or damage is foreseeable if there was an obvious consequence of our 

breach or if they were contemplated by you and us at the time we entered into this 

contract.   

12.2 We only supply the Goods for domestic and private use. You agree not to use the 

Goods for any commercial, business or re-sale purpose. Unless specifically sold as part of a 

contracted tender.  

12.3 We shall not be responsible for losses or damages that fall into the following 

categories:   

(a) loss of income or revenue;   

(b) loss of profit;   

(c) indirect loss;   

(d) consequential loss;   

(e) loss of business;   

(f) loss of anticipated savings;   

(g) loss of data; or   

(h) damages for disappointment or inconvenience.  

12.4 Our total liability to you in respect of all losses arising under or in connection with the 

contract shall not exceed the total amount paid by you under the contract.   

12.5 We do not exclude or limit in any way our liability for:   

(a) death or personal injury caused by our negligence or the negligence of our employees, 

agents or subcontractors;   

(b) fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation;   

(c) breach of the terms implied by Consumer Rights Act concerning title and quiet 

possession;   

d)   breach of the terms implied by Consumer Rights Act concerning description,  

satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose and samples; and   

(e)   defective products under the Consumer Protection Act 1987.   

   

  



13. Consumer Rights   

13.1 Where the contract you enter into with us is one to which the Consumer Protection 

(Distance Selling) Regulations 2000 apply you may cancel the contract without liability within 

the period of 7 working days from the date the contract is formed, provided that the right 

to cancel the contract will not exist where we have already commenced performance of the 

Installation Services agreed. To waive your rights to cancel in this 7 working day sign our 7 

day waiver letter.   

13.2 Where the contract you enter into with us is one to which the Cancellation of 

Contracts Made in a Consumer's Home or Place of Work etc Regulations 2008 ("the 2008 

regulations") apply you may cancel the contract within the period of 7 days from the later 

of the date the contract is formed and the date you are given notice of your rights to cancel 

under the 2008 regulations ("the cooling off period"). If we have commenced 

performance of our obligations in the cooling off period then you will be liable for the costs 

we incur prior to your cancellation. The right to cancel under the 2008 regulations will not 

apply if you have agreed to waive your rights to cancel in the cooling off period.  12.3 To 

cancel the contract you must inform us in writing in accordance with clause 2.7.   

13.3 No provision of these terms and conditions will adversely affect the rights of any  

Consumer (as defined in the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977, the Unfair Terms in 

Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 and Consumer Protection (Distance Selling) 

Regulations 2000).   

   

14. Events outside our control   

14.1 We will not be liable or responsible for any failure to perform, or delay in performance 

of, any of our obligations under these Terms that is caused by events outside our reasonable 

control (a "Force Majeure Event").   

14.2 A Force Majeure Event includes any act, event, non-occurrence, omission or accident 

beyond our reasonable control and includes, in particular (without limitation), the following:   

(a) civil commotion, riot, invasion, terrorist attack or threat of terrorist attack, war  

(whether declared or not) or threat or preparation for war;   

(b) fire, explosion, inclement weather, storm, flood, earthquake, subsidence, epidemic or 

other natural disaster;   

(c) impossibility of the use of railways, shipping, aircraft, motor transport or other means 

of public or private transport;   

(d) impossibility of the use of public or private telecommunications networks;  (e)   the 

acts, decrees, legislation, regulations or restrictions of any government.   

(f) pandemic or epidemic.   

14.3 Our obligations under these Terms are suspended for the period that the Force 

Majeure Event continues, and we will have an extension of time to perform these obligations 

for the duration of that period. We will take reasonable steps to bring the Force Majeure 

Event to a close or to find a solution by which our obligations under these Terms can be 

performed despite the Force Majeure Event.   

   

15. Transfer of rights and obligations   

15.1 We may transfer our rights and obligations under these Terms to another organisation, 

but this will not affect your rights or our obligations under these Terms.   

15.2 You may not transfer your rights and obligations under these Terms to any other 

person. However you may transfer your warranty for the product installed within this 

contract on the payment of £75 plus VAT should your property be sold.   

   



16. Notices and communications   

 If you wish to contact us in writing, or if any clause in these Terms requires you to give us 

notice in writing (for example, to cancel the contract), you can send this to us by e-mail, by 

hand, or by pre-paid post to The Garage Door Company Grantham, Units 9, Priest Court, 

Springfield Business Park, Grantham, NG31 7FZ. We will confirm receipt of this by 

contacting you in writing. If we have to contact you or give you notice in writing, we will do 

so by e-mail, by hand, or by pre-paid post to the address you provide to us in the Order.   

   

17. General   

17.1 If any court or competent authority decides that any of the provisions of these Terms 

are invalid, unlawful or unenforceable to any extent, the term will, to that extent only, be 

severed from the remaining terms, which will continue to be valid to the fullest extent 

permitted by law.   

17.2 If we fail, at any time while these Terms are in force, to insist that you perform any of 

your obligations under these Terms, or if we do not exercise any of our rights or remedies 

under these Terms, that will not mean that we have waived such rights or remedies and will 

not mean that you do not have to comply with those obligations. If we do waive a default by 

you, that will not mean that we will automatically waive any subsequent default by you. No 

waiver by us of any of these Terms shall be effective unless we expressly say that it is a 

waiver and we tell you so in writing.   

17.3 A person who is not party to these Terms shall not have any rights under or in 

connection with them under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.   

17.4 These Terms shall be governed by English law and we both agree to the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the English courts.  

  

  

THE GARAGE DOOR COMPANY  
GRANTHAM  
UNITS 9 PRIEST COURT  
SPRINGFIELD BUSINESS PARK, 

CAUNT ROAD  

GRANTHAM, NG31 7FZ  

 T: 01476 833131   
E: INFO@GDCG.CO.UK    
E: INFO@SMARTDOORSYSTEMS.CO.UK   
T/A GARAGE DOOR CO GRANTHAM / SMART DOOR 

PART OF UK GARAGE DOORS LTD.   
COMPANY 8466595.  VAT NO. 981311136  

 


